CFSC Into Preservation by A. Stephen Patrick
The Orange County Library sponsored a program to honor National Preservation Week and the Central Florida
Stamp Club participated. Francis Ferguson and Steve Patrick spent Sunday afternoon, April 23 at the downtown
library dispensing information about our club. Next year it was indicated that the topic will be a more general
one of hobbies, which should attract more participation.
Several responded to the notice in the paper and came to seek information about disposing of old stamp
collections. A few stamps were given away and time was given on stage to talk about stamp collecting and how
to preserve stamps. Thanks to Francis and Steve for giving your time as club ambassadors.

Returned Mail from APEX 1934 by Phil Fettig
APEX was an International Air Post Exhibition held in
London from May 7th to May 12th, 1934. The 1930s were the
“Golden Years” of collectors sending off covers to be canceled
at events. This widespread practice resulted in an
unfathomable number of covers that we enjoy in our
collections today. The subjects include First Days, First
Flights, Airport Dedications, Naval Ship events, Civic events
and yes – Stamp Exhibitions. One extension of this practice
involved sending the covers to fictitious names or general
delivery to yourself. This resulted in the item being returned,
hopefully covered with a lot of neat cancellations. August
Ohtersen of Brooklyn took this practice a step further by sending covers
to APEX, in order to get the label and cancellation for the event. His
plan involved addressing them to a Miss Leslie Deane at General
Delivery in states with towns named Apex. Of course, Miss Deane,
whoever she was, never picked them up. This cover was addressed to
Apex, MO and has a really nice “Deficiency in Address” circular cancel
on the front. The reverse has the APEX sticker as well as a Railway
Mail Service cancellation and one from St. Paul, MN. All in all, a welltraveled cover – I sure would have loved to obtain, or even just look at
the rest of Mr. Ohtersen's collection. From internet records, it appears
he died in 1983 in Southern Florida. Since my 3 covers came out of a
box lot in a Michael Rogers, Inc. auction, I wonder how close I might
have been to the rest of the collection!
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